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De La Rue Colour Sample Cards
Surprising location reveals unrecorded examples

De La Rue used the well-known label depicting its
founder in perforated blocks of four on black
punched cards as colour samples.
    These cards were originally held together in a
booklet of some kind and each gold-blocked item
was numbered to identify the specific ink colour.
    A small range of cards was recently offered on
eBay by an Ecuadorian seller at around £7 each.
Such items normally sell at a much higher price,
especially as they are all in previously unrecorded
colours.* 
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£1 PUC  2010 Facsimile
A photographic record

Thanks to our friends at Stamp Magazine, I can
share images of the facsimile £1 PUC being printed
at the Guildhall Art Gallery as part of the Festival of
Stamps exhibition about King George V, the British
Empire and the GPO.
    These images were first shown in a major feature
contained in the July issue of the magazine that
celebrated London 2010 held in May.
    None of the special Guildhall printing was made
available to collectors - despite passionate pleas,
including one from an overseas gentleman who
apparently got out a wad of cash from his wallet and
was insistent that he should be allowed to purchase!
    I then depict the general print run that was sold
by Royal Mail in presentation packs for £4.95 each.

THE GUILDHALL EXHIBITION PRINTING

The printing press that was brought over from
Enschedé Haarlem especially for the period 8-15 May

- all 800kg of it! This proved to be quite a logistical challenge to
get it safely into the exhibition area.

Removing excess ink from the surface of the printing plate
by buffing it with a cleaning cloth.

The inked plate comprising a block of four
of the iconic and much loved £1 PUC design

in a cleaned state and ready to be placed
on to the printing press bed.
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All Guildhall imagery is courtesy of
STAMP MAGAZINE

www.stampmagazine.co.uk



The printing plate on the flat bed of the press with
hardboard at top and bottom to help keep it in position.

Paper placed on top of plate in readiness for printing.

Printed sheet alongside plate. Dark blue ink was used
for this printing, rather than black.

The printed block displayed behind a cardboard mount.
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THE ISSUED PRINTING

The block of four, as sold by Royal Mail.

A defacement was  used on the reverse of issued block.

Pre-publicity imagery implied that sheet margins
would exist, but unfortunately they did not.

Text panel from presentation pack explaining printing technique.

A full sheet of the original 1929 PUC £1 shown here for no
other reason than it is both attractive and desirable!
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McGairy Spirograph Design
Harrison Jumelle press trial surfaces

At the time of the commissioning of the Jumelle
press by Harrison at its High Wycombe plant, Don
McGairy prepared a test design in a Spirograph-type
pattern around 1972.
    It was printed in brownish-red, grey and black,
with colours merging into each other, using the
intaglio portion of the press on PVA gummed paper
stock. It is currently only recorded imperforate.

    Just a single block of four is recorded (while
recognising that others may/must exist) and this was
broken into singles and sold a couple of years back.

    McGairy was also responsible for the artwork
used on the Philatelic Wall Chart produced by
Harrison, an illustration from which appears above.
    It is unclear if this talented graphic designer ever
produced any further stamp-related designs, nor
whether he was a freelance worker, or on the
Harrison payroll. Does anyone know? *

Walsall Trial Note with Intaglio
WSP trialled banknote printing in litho with added intaglio

Many issues back, I illustrated WSPs first promo-
tional banknote design printed by offset-lithography.
   This was reprinted in 1994 with extra security
features such as embossed text, a hologram, Braille
text and the addition of intaglio printing (the dark
blue portion of the design).
    These notes rarely surface, but they reveal how
committed the company was to enter the banknote
printing sector by offering intaglio. That said, it is
not thought that they produced any actual banknotes,
but I am happy to be corrected on this point.

Face of banknote depicting J Aspinall, the founder of WSP.

Enlargement of part of the reverse revealing the depth of the
intaglio engraving and its debossing effect on the paper.

Reverse of note with its commemorative 30 years text.

    As with Harrison, Walsall had seen a business
opportunity, especially in eastern Europe where
political changes had created a vast new demand for
bank notes from countries that were keen to depict
their new-found independence on its currency. *
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The block of four and an
enlarged single from the

block to show the
detailed lines of the

engraved image.



Waterlow and its 'Rotary Direct
Plate Process' Labels
Example found that lacks the company name

The two labels below appear at first glance to be the
same, except for the colour and the punch hole on
label one, but actually they are different.
    One has a bottom margin that mentions Waterlow
& Sons Ltd, while the other does not. Quite an
omission when trying to publicise your company
and its printing capabilities! * 

]

Waterlow Recess Printed
Publicity Labels
Example found  in a larger design size

The recess printed 'lady with a lamp' (Liberty?)
colour samples have been found with the artwork
showing an extra portion of design at its foot when
compared to the other colours seen.
    The first two labels depicted below are repro-
duced to the same scale and it will be noted that one
is, perhaps not surprisingly, taller. * 
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<     Extra design area at foot.

Note printer imprint at foot of lower label.



Maddox pre-Jumelle Printing
Press Trial Design
A second design appears to pre-date Jumelle

Page five of this issue of DS depicts the McGairy
design of label used in the commissioning trials of
the Harrison Jumelle press.
    I am reminded that a second design by illustrator
and graphic designer Ronald Maddox depicting the
Guildhall at High Wycombe was produced. This
18th century listed building is located on the High
Street and is now seen as an ideal location for
training, meetings and exhibitions, having lost its
earlier more traditional use in the community.

 

The Guildhall, High Wycombe, in 2009.
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The first two label
designs are known in

vertical pairs only.

At a lecture given by Ronald Maddox in the British Postal Museum & Archive's
ongoing series held earlier in 2010 he privately confirmed to me that this design was
for Jumelle commissioning trials. The date conveniently incorporated into the artwork
is also the correct time period for such a trial.
    However, an uncredited typed note from the vendor who sold to the stamp dealer
stated in part: "Again, when Harrison planned to go into the deep-etch process result-
ing in the purchase of the Jumelle press, trials took place on a very old single colour
deep-etch press saved from scrap in France. A stamp was designed by Maddox ...only
one stamp on the sheet ...I would be very surprised if more than one stamp exists - of
which I have, so it is extremely rare." This seems to indicate that the third label above
was created prior to the purchase of the Jumelle press. Clarification is sought, please.
    The first two labels, despite being se-tenant, use different inks as the second label
has additional black and brown-red colours using the 'deep- etch' process (similar to
intaglio) mentioned above. They are printed on gum arabic paper and apparently
almost all of those printed were out of register. This is because of the intense pressure
that was required by the deep-etch printing process.  Fortunately, or intentionally, the
artwork is quite forgiving in this respect, with mis-registration being less obvious. Just
two pairs are philatelically recorded (while acknowledging that others may exist).
    The third label above is printed in light blue, red-brown and olive (photogravure)
and black (deep-etch process) with PVA gum and is the only recorded example. *



Waterlow at BEE 1924  and 1925
Stand numbers differed each year on publicity labels

Waterlow attended both years of the British Empire
Exhibition and publicised the events with labels that
it used on its correspondence and also as colour
sample labels (1925 only?) with a variety of coded
overprints. Printed intaglio in Seahorse size, perf 14.
    The design was of Postman's Gate and was finely
engraved, as the vignette enlargement reveals. *

The Palace of Industry still stands today, a mere shadow
of its former magnificence, but at least it has survived.

New Bulletin Board
Stamp production discussion area opens for business

A new Bulletin Board has just been launched as this
issue of DS was being finalised. It is hoped that it
will serve as a useful central location for anyone
interested in the world of stamp production.
    It has been set-up by enthusiastic Dutchman Rein
C Bakhuizen van den Brink, a man who possesses a
wealth of print-related philatelic knowledge.
    Go to www.galeoptix.nl/phpbb/ and see what has
been uploaded so far. Do remember though that this
is a brand new site and that it will take a while for it
to gain momentum, but once it does I can see it
being of great value to collectors. I suggest that you
bookmark it and return to it on a regular basis.
    If you have a question about stamp production
relating to anywhere in the world, why not ask for
help at the site and see if readers can assist you.
Similarly, if you can offer information to visitors,
then why not post it to the site. *

Laser Engraving  Promo Banknote
Jura JSP Direct Laser Engraver

Paul Eimers of Enschedé gave a BPMA lecture in
May and mentioned the direct laser engraver used
by them to create printing plates. This machine has
appeared on a Jura promotional banknote. Sorry that
it is a relatively low-resolution image. *
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 ...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
    Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. * 
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